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ABSTRACT 
This was a pilot study designed to investigate the use 
of ellipsoidal hard contact lenses for use in Orthokeratology. 
The elliptical lens design generally gave subjective comfort 
while providing an optimum fit. objectively. Favorable Ortho­
keratological changes were produced with elliptical lenses 
without the induction of unwanted with-the-rule astigmatism. 
Recommendations for future investigations are made and a 
set of guidlines for a simnle approach to Orthokeratology 
is presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
When Tabb systematically alters the periphery of a spherical 
hard contact lens with a procedure referred to as an HOH series1, 
the lens begins to approximate an elliptical lens (it gradually 
flattens in radius from the center out to the periphery). Tabb�s 
HOH method of lens modific�tion for Orthokeratology has been 
described2• The method uses well blended peripheral curves 
of generally 1.0mm increments added to the base curve of the 
lens for each of from ·two (2) to four (4) peripheral curves. 
The frequent lens modifications involved in Tabb's method of 
Orthokerratology require a great deal of the practitioner• s time. 
This s tudy sought to define guidelines by which the aspher-
changes in the peripheral lens area employed in the Tabb 
Orthokeratology (OK) method could be accomplished by using 
back sur:,_face elliptical lenses. The aspheric changes in lens 
periphery would be made without modification by the practitioner. 
The possible elliptical lens parameter changes were : 
1) use a lens with a flatter Posterior Apical Radius (PAR) 
2) use a lens with a flatter (higher) e-value (J) use a lens 
with a wider peripheral bevel area (4) change the lens 
diameter. There is little information in the li terature as 
to how these substi tutions could be made for Tabb's �OH series. 
This was a pilo t study to no te the relationship between 
5 
certain lens parameter changes and refractive and unaided acuity 
changes. It was not essential to this study to process each 
patient to 20/20 visual acuity or plano refraction. 
'--
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METHODS 
As Nolan has stated, there is a "direct relationship to 
rapid changes in corneal curvature and the undesireable side 
effects of increases in corneal and refractive astigmatism" and 
other undesireable complications?. The duration of this study 
was limited. It was felt that a realistic goal was a reduction 
of o.50D of myopia in each patient. 
Many researchers have reported that a poor lens-co�nea re-
lationship is likely to induce unwanted with the rule astigmatism. 
Lilly4 states that against the rule corneas are more prone to 
sphericalization than with the rule corneas. Induction of with 
the rule (WTR) is possible due to poor centering and lens move­
ment with blinking5. Fontana6 reports that a lens centered up­
ward induces WTR astigmatism. Kerns? states that changes in lens 
positioning seem to be fundamentally related to changes in corneal 
topography; furthermore, induced corneal and refractive astig-
matism is associated with decentered lens (especially those decentered 
superiorly) and lenses fitted o.62D or more flatter than the 
flattest corneal meridian. Clearly, careful attention must be 
paid toward maintaining an optimal lens-cornea relationship. 
It was not the purpose of this study to identify all of the 
ocular parameters which change during Orthokeratological processing. 
Only those parameters which past and present OK studies have 
suggested are associated with OK changes were measured. 
7 
Three (3) patients participated in this studyo Patient's 
ages were from 15 to 23  years. Refractive error sphere equiv­
alents ranged from -0.75 to -3.SOD. Keratometry (K) values 
ranged from 42.50D to.45o50D. All patients showed ATR astigmatism 
with corneal cylinder axis aligned with the refractive cylinder axis. 
During each patient visit, the following data was recorded: 
1) Subjective symptoms 
2)  Unaided visual acuity (VA) 
3) Over-refraction and best VA 
4) K values (#2) 
5) Static retinoscopy (#4) 
6) Binocular refraction to first 20/20 (#7) 
_.;;..,; 7) Binocular refraction to best visual acuity (//?A)· 
L 
8) Monocular and binocular bichrome at distance (#7MRG-RG) 
9) Monocular and binocular cross cylinder at near (#14A-14B) 
10) Plus to blur out and recovery at near (//21) 
ll) Phorias: far and near through #?A, near through #14A and #14B 
12) Biomicroscopy with and without lenses in place 
Evaluation of corneal integrity 
Evaluation of lens-cornea relationship 
13) PEK readouts were taken at the beginning of the study and 
following subseqant lens changes. 
8 
The first pair of lenses dispensed to each patient was Tabb 
lenses. Subsequent lenses were Conforma Laboratories "Ellip-
See-Con" aspheric lenses. Base curves selected for aspheric 
lenses were generally o.25D to o,50D steeper than the flattest 
K reading (Kf). Jones and Whipple
8 
state that the most comfort­
able elliptical lenses are of 8.7mm diameter or less. Standard 
e-value of .55 was selected. Standard CAS-141 (Conform-A-Spheric™) 
bevel was used. The CAS-141 bevel of .Jmm width is an aspheric 
periphery designed to provide edge lift • CAS-121 aspheric value 
is used if less edge standoff is needed. CAS-161 aspheric value 
is used when only a small peripheral section is to be lifted. 
It is generally used for a .2mm width. A change in lenses 
was made when the progression of .refractive and acuity changes slowed 
or when evaluation of the lens cornea relationship suggested a 
change in lenses. 
·. 
' r • 
·. 
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RESULTS 
Data collected for each patient during th� course of this 
study is included in: Appendix A. 
FINDINGS1 
1) Lens centering and subjective lens comfort. 
In general, the aspheric lenses both centered well and 
were comfortable. Tabb lenses did not always center wello 
2) , - Astigmatism. 
- All patients initially showed ATR corneal and refractive 
as.tigmatism. Refra.ctive Astigmia data is as follows 1 
Patient: C.B. 
Initial: 0. 50D refractive cylinder o.u. 
After Tabb lenses: 0.25D cylinder O.D.; 
After �spherics 0.250 cylinder O.D.; 
Patient B.P. 
0. 500 cylinder o.s. 
0.370 cylinder o.s. 
Initial: 1. 250 cylinder O.D.; 0.50D cylinder o.s. 
After Tabb lenses : 0.750 O.D. ; 0.50D O.S. 
After aspherics · 0. 500 cylinder O.U. 
Patients M.R. 
Initial: 1.500 0,D ,; 1.00D O.S. 
After Tabb len·ses : 1.25D O.D.; 1.00D O.S. 
After a�pherics 0. 50 D cylinder O.U. 
Reduction in refractive astigmatism was found with both 
types of lenses. 
.-;/ 
1 0  
3) K-values. 
Reduction in K-values was found with both Tabb lenses and 
' Ellip-Se�-Con aspheric lenses. More variation in K values was 
found with Tabb lenses. A relatively constant and steady decrease 
was seen with aspherics in place. 
K data is as followss 
KERATOMETRY FINDINGS1 
Patient1 C.B .  
OD K' corneal cylinder 
10/1/77-initial 44-; 7 0.1 2D  ATR 
Tabb lens worn 
10/2 6 44.62 0 
1 0/Jl 44oJ7 0.37D WTR 
1 1/7 4 3.87 a.son WTR 
11/1 2 44.1 2 a.son WTR 
1 1/30 . , 44.62 0, 
1 2/7 _._ 44 . 50 0 
aspheric lenses 
1 2/1 4 44.25 0 
1x21 4 3.87 0.25D ATR 
1 4/78 43 . 87 0.1 2D ATR 
OS. 
10/1/77-initial 44.62 0 
Tabb.lens worn 
10/ 31 44.37 0 
Tabb lens modified 
11/7 43 . 8 7 O .  SOD �·JTR 
1 1/1 2 44 . 2 5 0. SOD. Ai'R 
1 1/JO 44.62 O. 1 2 D  ATR 
1 2/7 44.50 0 
aspheric lenses 
1 2/14 44.oo 0.25D ATR 
1x2 1  43.87 0.25D ATR 
1 4/78 43.87 0.12D WTR 
Patient: B . P .  
OD 
'...J K 
9/9/77-initial 44.12 
Tabb lenses worn 
10/25 44 .. 12 
10/Jl 44.12 
Tabb lens modification 
11/J 44.37 
11/10 44.oo 
11/18 44.oo 
lenses out 3 days 
1 1/24 44.87 
lenses out 2 days 
11/30 : 44. 87 
aspheric lenses 
12/2 44.75 
12/9 44.J7 
12/12 44oJ7 
12/15 44 . J7 
OS 
9/9/77-initial 44.62 
Tabb lenses worn 
10/25 .__ 44 . 62 
10/Jl 44. 8 7  
_;;-; Tabb lens modification 
11/J 44.oo 
11/10 43,87 
11/18 44.oo 
lenses out 3 days 
11/24 45.00 
lenses out 2 days 
.• _11/JO. 44.75 
aspheric lenses 
12/2 44 . 7 5 
12/9 44.62 
12/12 44.37 
12/15 44.37 
Patient: M.R. 
OD 
9/18/77-initia1 43.62 
Tabb lenses worn 
11/2 ·43. 62 
11/12 43.25 
aspheric lenses 
\ 
1 1/14 43.87 
f�f91 ,, a. i5 rr .Jo 
� 
cornea� cvlinder 
1. 00 ATR 
1.50 -ATR 
l.J? ATR 
0 
0.37 WTR 0.25 WTR 
0.87 WTR 
0.37 ATR 
0. 12 ATR 
0.12 ATR 
Oo12 WTR 
0 
0.12 ATR 
0 • .50 ATR 
0.37 ATR 
0.62 WTR 
0.62 WI'R 0.50 WTR 
0 
0.25 ATR 
Oo12 ATR 
0.12 \rlTR 0 . 12 ATR 
0 .12 ATR 
0,75 ATR 
0.62 A'l'R 
1.00 ATR 
0,25 A'!'::\ 
r·�3 4.+? • J.1. ..L .i. \. 
11 
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Kf corneal cylinder 
new aspheric lens 
1 2/1 2 43. 3 7  0 . 87 ATR 
1x1 8  43.50 0.50 ATK 
1 · 1 4/78 43.75 0 . 1 2 ATR 
OS 
9/1 8/77-initial 1.J.J. 6 2  0.75 ATR 
Tabb lens worn 
1 1/2 . 4Jo75 0.50 ATR 
1 1 /14 43.50 0 .62 ATR -
1 1/2 1 44 . o o 0 . 75 ATR . 
1 2 /9 43 .50 0.62 ATR 
w/ aspherics. 
ATrl 1 2 /2 43 .2 5 1 .0 0  
17(1 8  43oJ7 O o75 ATr 
1 1 4/78 43 . 3 7 0 .50 ATR 
4) REFRACTIVE TESTS. 
Refractive test data is displayed graphically in appendix 
B .  
Reduction in sphere-equivalent refractive myopia was 
found with both lens types. Fluctuation in refractive findings 
with Tabb lenses in place occured in conjunction with the 
fluctuating K readings. E- lenses gave relatively steady reductions 
in refractive myopia. Changes in #1 4B and #2 1 (near point) 
findings closely paralleled the changes in the #4- 7-?A-?RG complex . 
5) PHO RIA MEASURE�.ENTS. 
Phoria measurements remained constant sh0wing only minor 
oscillation . '• ... . 
6) ACUI·TY ( VA) MEASUREMENTS. 
Acuity inprovements were rapid and occurred in excess of 
;, 
the improvement predicted by the changes in K values and 
refractive measurements • 
. Data for VA measurements is as follows: 
Patient: C.B. 
initial VA 
best with Tabb 
after Tabb lens 
, w/aspher ics 
Patient: B . P. 
OD 
20'740 
20/J0+2 
20/40-2 
20/25+2 
initial VA 20/120 
best with Tabb 20/40-1 
lenses out 6 days 
VA 
-
·-- 20/200 
w/ aspherics 20/25-J 
_.-/ Patient: M.R. 
initial VA 
after Tabb 
w/aspherics 
.. 
20/200 
20/120 
20/J0-2 
?) PEK P..EADOUTS. 
OS 
2072}0 
20/30+2 
20/40-3 
20/25 
20/80 
20/40 
20/200 
20/25-2 
20/200 
20/80 
20/40+2 
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Central corneal measurements were s teeper than keratometry 
readings. An increase in e-values (the cornea flattens more rapidly 
from the center out to the periphery wi th higher e-values) was 
found with aspheric lensesQ 
Data for PEK r�adouts is as follows :  
Patient: C. B� 
OD 
·10/21/77-initial 
Tabb lenses worn 
11/J0/77 
aspheric 
12/7/77 
lenses worn 
OS 
10/21/77-initial 
Tabb lenses worn 
11/J0/77 
aspheric lenses worn 
12/7/77 
Patients �.P. 
OD 
9/19/7 7-initial 
OS 
9,719/77-initial 
OD horizontal 
45.80 
Li.5.75 
45.45 
45.05 
PEK advised: 
factor low . 
e 
.20 
.18 
.24 
.22 
.20 
.26 
OD vertical 
45.60 
45.58 
45.11 
45.55 
45.65 
�-5. 58 
14 
e 
.19 
.20 
.2J 
.18 
.2J 
.24 
.22 44.72 .15 
irregular cornea-shape 
45.01 .06 45.14 .o4 
PEK advised: irregular cornea-ahape 
factor low, Predict difficulty in 
fitting contact lens. 
/ 
Patient: M.R. 
OD 
10/21+/77-ini tial 
Tabb lenses worn 
11/12/77 
- - O S  
10/2L�/77-ini tial 
·Tabb lenses worn 
· 11/12/77 
I ' 
. .  -
OD horizontal 
44.74 
44.69 
e 
.JO 
oJ1 
,23 
.21 
O D  vertical 
43.54 
4J.44 
l.J-4 0 19 
44.62 
i5 
� 
ol6 
.14 
.25 
.28 
.:;;/ 
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EllrfJ� <1. Lens Parameter Guidelines: 
1) PAR (Posterior Apical Radius). 
Initial aspheric lenses were 0.25 to o.5on steeper than 
Kf. Selection of specific PAR was determined by fluo
rescein 
�attern observation and by subjective �nd- objective observation 
with trial lenses in place. All asphericlensesproduced apical 
clearance, If no1refractive, corneal or VA improvements occur, 
a new lens was selected with a PAR o.25D flatter than the previous 
lens. After improvement in VA, K findings or refractive findings 
has slowed or halted. a new lens of PAR value 0.250 flatter is Pre-
scribed; alternatively a trial lens of PAR 0.25 to 0.500 steeper 
than the new Kf may be evaluated. Notes When Kf is specified 
above, a value for corneal astigmatism of less than 1.00D 
is assumed, If corneal astigmatism exceeds l.OOD, a lens 
correspondingly steeper may be required. 
2) E value. 
Only an e-value of .55 was used in this study. No patient 
�as processed during the duration of this·study to where a lens 
with a greater e-value (i.e. e=,65) was deemed appropriate. 
In a study of longer �uration, or when processing patients with 
-->
initial e-values greater than those found in this study, it is 
anticipated that many patients would benefit from the use of 
.65 lenses". Choice of a .65 lens would be based on fluorescein 
evaluations of trial lenses or on PEK readouts • 
·�· 
'-'I J) Bevel • 
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. A bevel of standard width was satisfactor:r. Conforma 
Laboratories' CAS- 141 bevel (an aspheric peripheral bevel) of 
standard ,Jmm width was employedo The bevel was necessary 
for adequete edge �tandoff and patient comfort. Varying the edge 
bevel width widely produced subjectively uncomfortable lenses 
or lenses that decentered. Conforma Laboratories' standard 
CAS- 141 bevel o·f .Jm.m width worked well. 
4) Overall lens diameter (OD), 
Jones and Whipple9 suggested an OD of 8.7mm or smaller. 
In this study, 8.4mm lenses were fit but were not subjectively 
comfortable. Lenses of OD of 8.?mm and 9.omm were fit successfully. 
A lens diameter resulting in a subjectively comfortable and 
objectively good fit· should be selected, Because of the elliptical 
nature of the lens, overall lens diameter influences edge stndoff 
and consequently also influences the fitting properties of the 
lens and the subjective pomfort of the lens. To involve as 
much of the cornea as possible in the-. elliptical flattening process, 
use the largest lens OD that still provides a well centering- lens 
and subjective patient comfort. 
5) Lens center�thickness (ct). 
We used standard lens ct of generally .15 to • l ?m.110 The· 
(aspheric nature of the lens sets some constraints on the 
range of center thicknesses possible. No attempt was made 
18 
� during this study to alter the center thickness o f  the lenses. 
19 
DISCUSSION 
The aspheric. lenses used for Orthokeratology centered 
well and did not tend to induce corneal ':JTR astigrnatismo After 
wearing asph'eric OK lenses, tw6 (2) eyes were processed to 
zero (0) corneal astigmatism, three (J) eyes were processed to 
Ool2D corneal astigmatism, and one (1) eye showed o,37D corneal 
astigmatism, There was a ste.ady reduction of corneal cylinder 
with e-lenses in place. With Tabb lenses, corneal cylinder 
varied markedly. Variation and fluctuation in corneal K values 
with Tabb lenses in place could be attributed to several causes, 
includings 
a) initial corneal edema and reflex excessive tearing 
during initial stages of hard contact lens fitting. 
b) poor lens centering. 
Note: All patients began with spherical or ATR corneas. 
One (1) patient showed WTR astigmatisn after Tabb lenses. No 
iJTR astigmatism was present after elliptical lenses (exception: 
one eye with 0 .12D WTR corne.al cylinder). We cannot positively 
conclude that aspherics would effectively reduce WTR corneal 
astigmatism; however, the excellent centering properties of 
the is�herfci�and the fact that 5 of 6 corneas showed 0. 1 2D or 
less of corneal astigmatism after wearing. as:[::Jh-eric lenses is 
20 
\;;;I encouraging. It is recommended that subsequent studie.s 
include subjects with spherical corneas and with WTR corneaso 
Refractive measurements showed a reduction in myopia and 
astigmatism roughly paralleling the change in corneal 
curvatureo Prior Pacific University studies have shciwn these 
changes to also ocurr with Tabb lensesa In this study , the 
changes took pJa ce with. aspherics.. The changes under the in· fluence 
of aspherics were more uniform and did not require modification 
of factory lensesa 
PEK showed a tende.ncy towards increasing in e-value o 
This suggests. that the peripheral cornea was flattening at a 
fast�r -rate than the central corneal areaa Future studies should 
investigate the use of higher e-value lenseso 
.......... 
\ . 
-
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CONCLUSION 
Recent Pa.cific University studies have shown the Tabb 
method to be an effective OK process. This author feels that 
the use of aspherics. lenses will offer an effective method 
of OK employing principles of lens design similar to those used 
in the Tabb method. 
Advantages of aspheric lenses include: 
a) excellent centering propertieso 
b) their apparent success in not inducing WTR astigmatism. 
c) The lenses did not require in-office modifications 
by the practitione.r. 
d) use of .asphe�ic · .  lenses for OK requires manipulation 
of a minimum number of lens parameters once the initial 
lens has been selected. 
Aspheric lens OK would seem, therefore, to be a 
method which could be employed by a practitioner with 
a limited OK backgroundo 
Disadvantages include; 
a). Increased dependence on the supplying laboratory to 
suppl-¥ consistent lens paran.eters as ordered. 
b) Additional time involved in ordering new lenses fro� 
the laboratory. 
note: Le!!s quality and lab su:;,:::ply time was not c.. 
problem during t�is s tudy. 
22 
Because of the limited number of parameters changed 
'during aspheric lens OK, an aspheric fitting set could be 
stocked, thus obviating the need to order all lens changes 
from the lab. Alternatively, once the initial lens has been 
selected, subsequent lens parameters are easily predicted in_ 
advance, and the time involved in ordering a new lens need not 
present a difficulty. 
Suggestions for subsequent studies include: 
a) allow at least six (6) months wearing time of aspheric 
lenseso 
b) Do not prefit Tabb lenseso 
c) Concentrate on a OJ to .05mm reductions in PAR to 
produce OK effecto 
d) Investigate th� effect of changing the e-value of the 
lenses. 
e) Use standard or minimum center thickness. 
f) Use an initial lens diamter of from 8.?mm to 9,0mm. 
Use the largest lens diameter that allows an optimal 
lens-cornea relationship and produces subjective comfort. 
g) Use standard laboratory bevela 
h) Alter overall diameter and bevel only as .is nec'.essary 
to improve lens-cornea relationship or subjective lens 
comfort. 
•' 
. 
�. 
APPENDIX A 
Patient Data 
v Patient· C.B. 
10/1/77 
#2 OD 44.50@180/44.J7@90 
OS 44.62@180/44.62@90 
unaidedVA: OD 20/40 
OS 20/40-2 
OU 20/40 
#4 on -o.50-o.5ox90 
OS -0.7)-0.25x85 
#7 on -o.50-o.5ox90 
os -o.50-o.5oxss 
#7AOD -o.75 +cyl 
OS -0.75 +cyl 
#7RG -0. 7 5 +cyl 
OS -0.75 +cyl 
#8 Jxo 
#lJb 4xo 
· #14A Pl +cyl 
OS Pl +cyl 
#14B =#14A 
#15A 6xo 
#15B =#15A 
#21 +1.50/+1.25 
Lenses: 
OD1 Tabb lens 
BC:7.6J OD:8.7 CTz.lJ 
-0.75 .2/8.6 .3/9.6 
.2/10.6 .1/16.0 
OS:sarne lens as OD 
10 26 
44. 2@180/44.62@90 
44062@180 44.62@90 
20/40-4 
20/40-J 
20/40-1 
-o.50-o.5ox90 
-o.50-o.5ox90 
-o.50-o.5ox90 
-o.50-o.5ox90 
-0.75 +cyl 
-0.75 +cyl 
#7A 
#7A 
2xo 
5xo 
+0.25 +cyl 
+o. 25 +cyl 
#14A 
7xo 
#15A 
+1050/+1.25 
no staining, edema. 
max. J hours wear. 
good movement w/ 
blink. 
poor centering. 
apical touch. 
ride superiorly 
25 
10/31/77 
44.37@180/44.75@90 
44.J7@180/44aJ7@90 
20/J0-2 
20/J0--4 
20/JO 
-o.75-o.75x105 
-1.00-0.25X9.5 
-o.2s-o.75x100 
-o.25-o.5oxs5 
-o.75+cyl 
-0�75 +cyl 
-0.50 +cyl 
-o.5o+cyl 
Jxo 
4xo 
+o. 2.5+cyl 
+0,25+cyl 
Pl 
?xo 
Sxo 
+L 50/+1.oo 
inferior-temporal lag 
on blink. Stipple 
stain OS. Mild edema OU 
Hold wear at 2 hours� 
11/1/77 
staining and edema gone. Directed to increase wear by ihour daily. 
Patient: C.B. 
' 1 1121751;, 
:/k 0 3 .  8 7@1 8 0/44 .37@9 0 
OS same as OD 
unaided VA: OD 20/30+2 
OS 20/30+2 
OU 20/30+4 
-o.50-o . 5ox1 1 0  #4 
#7 
OD 
OS 
OD 
OS 
#?A OD 
OS 
#?RG 
-o . so-o,5ox95 
-o . 25-o . 25x1 0 5  
-o.25-o,5oxs5 
-0.50 w/cyl 
-0.50 w/cyl 
#7A 
#8 Jxo 
#lJB Jxo 
#14A +0.25 w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl 
#14B 14A 
#15A 8xo 
#15B 1 5A 
#21 +1 . 50/+1.25 
lenses in 2%hours 
today. No staining, 
no edema. 3! hours 
maximum wear. Centering 
has improved. 
1 1 /30/77 
Dispensed aspheric lens. 
11/12/77 
44.62@175/44.12�85 
44,25@06/44s00@96 
20/40+3 . 
20/J0-3 
20/J0-2 
-o.75-o.25x1 00 
-o . so-o.5oxs6 
-o.50-.5ox94 
-o.75-o.25x9 3 
-0.75 w/cyl 
-1.0 0  w/cyl 
#?A 
26 
. 1 1?)0/77 
44.;2@173/44 . 62@85 
44.62@02/44.?5@92 
20/40-2 
20/4 0-J 
20/Lio-2 
-o.75-o.25x95 
-1.oo-o . 5ox1 1J 
-o . 75-o.25x100 
-o,75-o . 5ox92 
-1.00 w/cyl 
-1.00 w/cyl 
#7A 
Jxo Jxo 
2xo �xo 
+0.25 w/cyl Pl w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl Pl w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl -0.25 w/cyl 
6xao 8xo 
6xo 5xo 
+1 . 75/+1 •. 25 +1.50/+1.25 
no staining. No No staining. No edema. 
edema. Apical touch.8 hours wear daily. 
inferior-temporal riding. 
Lenses comfortable. 
Max: 4 hours, Today 
3 hours. 
OD 7.55/ .J/CAS141 / e=.55 / 8.?0D / -1.00 
OS 7, 52/ •3/CAS141 / e=.55 / 8.70D / -1.00 
Lens �ove well with blink, Recenter quickly. 
Center over corneal apex. OS less than tm..rn nasal 
of corneal· apex. 
Had cold since 11/28/77. Lenses out 2 days. 
Hold wear to 4 hours. Increase by 1+1 double 
wear schedule to 10 hours . Increase by 1 hour/day 
thereafter. 
Patient: C.B. i- . 2Z7T?7 -. - -
?f2 OD44o50@180/44.50@90 
OS44.50@180/44.50@90 
unaided VA OD 20/50+2 
OS 20/50+1 
OU 20/50+}, 
#4 -O o75 sphere (OD) 
-0�75-0�25X45 (OS) 
#7 OD -0.50 sphere 
OS Pl-0.50X47 
#7A . on -o.?5 sphere 
OS -0 . 25 w/cyl 
#?RG OD -1.00 sphere 
os -o.so-o.5ox47 
#8 Jxo 
- #lJB Jxo 
#14A OD Pl 
. OS +0.25 w/cyl 
� #14B OD -0.25 
#15A 6xo 
#15B "4xo 
#21 +1.25/+1.00 
12/14/77 
op 44 . 25@180/44.25@90 
OS 44.25@178/44.00@88 
20/25�2 
20/25 
20/25-3 -
-o.25-o.5ox85 
-o.50-o.25x96 
-o.25-o,25x80 
-o.25-o.25x100 
-o.50"."o.25xso 
-o.50-o.25x100 
#7A 
' JxO 
2xo 
+0 � 50 w/cyl 
+0 .75 Vf/cyl 
+0.25 w/cyl 
Sxo 
5xo 
+1.75/+1.25 
27 
12/21/77 
44.12@180/43.87�90 
44,12@180/4J.87@90 
20/25-3 
20/25-2 
20/25-1 
-0.2_5-0.2-5X80 
-0.2_5-0 . 25X75 
P1-0.25X88 
-0.2)-0o25X45 
-0 . 25W/cyl 
-0.50'v'J/%1 -
_ -0. 25 w cyl 
-0.25 w cyl 
Jxo 
lxo 
+0,25 w/cyl 
+0.25 w/cyl 
#14A 
8xo 
#15A 
+L50/+1.25 
Old glasses seem too 4 hours today. 7 
Lenses in 4 hours today. 6 strong. Max • .  7 hours/ maximum. Comfort-
hdurs maximum. Feel dry. day,. Today in 2 hours. able. 
Uncomfortable. Feel OK. Hurt after 4 hours 
Apical clearanc�. Center Wears J + J double No staining, No 
. well. No staining. No edema. schedule. edema, 
No staining. No edema. 
Center well. Apical 
clearance. Good move­
ment with blink. 
Dispensed n�w 
as-Pheric lenses' 
OD; 7 . 60/ ·1�/CAS 
141 /-laOO 8.? 
C'T::::. 21 
OS: 7.62 
.Jmm/CAS141 
-1.00/Bo? /CT=o2C 
v Patient: Q.·£· 
1/4Lza 
#2 OD 44.00�02/43. 87@92 
O S  4J . 87@ 172/44 . 00@82 
unaided VA OD 20/25+2 
O S  20/25 
OU 20/25+3 
#4 P1-o . 5ox75 (O D) 
-0.25-0.25X9 5  (O S )  
#7 OD Pl-0.2 5X 8 5  
O S  ,-0. 2 5-0. 37X8 5  
#?A OD -0.25 w/cyl 
O S  ·-0.50 w/cyl 
#7RG OD -0. 25 w/cyl 
O S  -0.37 w/cyl 
#8 2xo 
#lJB 5xo 
#14A O D  +0.75 w/cyl 
OS +0 . 75 w/cyl 
#14B OD +0.50 w/cyl 
# 15A 8xo 
#15B 6xo 
#21  +2 . 00/+1. 50 
-..:,;;_ Wearing 4-6 hours/day. 
J 
Out 5 days over vacation. 
No edema. No s taining. 
Center well .  Good 
movement with blink. 
Center over �pex. 
Apical clearance. 
Lenses comfortable. 
28 
Patient:�·.E· 
9/9/77 
#2 OD 45.12@08/44.12@98 
OS 44.?5@1J/44.62@ 10J 
Unaided VA OD 20/ 120 
OS 20/80 
OU 20/80-1 
#4 OD -2.25-0,25X90 
#7 
OS - 1.75-0.25X90 
OD -1.25-1.25X90 
os -1.50-o.5ox74 
#?A OD - 1.75 w/cyl 
OS  -2.00 w/cyl. 
#7RG OD -1. 75 w/cyl 
#8 
#lJB 
#14A 
O S  -2.25 w/cyl 
2xo 
5xo 
OD Pl w/cyl 
·as Pl w/cyl 
#14B OD -0.25 w/cyl 
# 15A 16xo 
# 15B 14xo 
#21 + 1.25/+o.75 
10/25/77 
45.62@ 179/44.12@89 
45. 12@178/44.62@88 
20/ 120 
20/ 120 
20/ 120 
- 1. 25-1. OOX? 5 
-1. 7 5-1. 25X88 
-1. 50-1. OOX85 
-2.00- 1.00X91 
-2.00 w/cyl 
-2.50 w/cyl 
-2.25 w/cyl 
-2.75 w/cyl 
lxo 
6xo 
+0.25 w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl 
16xo 
15xo 
+1.00/+0.75 
Minor lid sensation. 
10/21/?Z Apical touch • .  Flat 
Tabb lenses dispensed, fit. Center'below apex. 
Base curves 7.60 OU No staining. No 
lD/23/ZZ edema. Max 6+ hours. 
Left lens lost. In 4 hours today. 
Uses right lens alternatively 
in each eye. 
J hours/d�y. 
Edge sensation. 
29 
10/3 1/zz 
45 , 50@ 179/44. 12@89 
45.25@02/44.87@92 
20/ 100 
20/ 120 
20/ 100 
-1.oo-1.oox90 
-2.00- 1.00X90 
-L50-o.75x90 
-2.oo-o.5ox90 
-L75 w/cyl 
-2.25 w/cyl 
-1.25 w/cyl 
-2 .00 w/cyl 
-Jxo 
6xo 
Pl w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl 
# 14A 
15xo 
# 15A 
+ 1.25/+1.00 
Dispensed new OD 
lens. Duplicate 
of original. 
No stain. No edern 
Central touch. 
OD 1t-2mm below ape 
OS 2-2!mm below pex 
Ride on lower lidso 
OD rides temporally 
-J 
Central touch. Center No stain. No 
approximately 1.5mm edema. Slight 
inferior of apex. Ride apical clearance. 
up with blink. Drop quickly.Good lens movement. 
No stain, no edema. 
f1spheric lenses 
dispensed:_ 
OD ?.6o/.J/CAS141 
e =.55/8.?/CT19 
OS ?.56/.J/CAS14: 
11/24/77 e =.55/8.7/CT,18 
OS-struck in eye with · 
object (J days ago), lenses center on 
Area of deep corneal corneal apex. 
scratches. Lenses have been 
out, 
#2 OD 45.75/44.87@90 
OS 45000/45.00�92 
VA: OD 20/200+1 OS,OU 20/50 
#?A -1.25-2.oox105 (OD) 
-1.25-0.75X84 (OS) 
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Patient: B.E_. 
\J. 
12/3/77 12/9/77 12/12/77 
#2 OD 44.87@05/44. 75@95 44.50@180/44. 37@90 44.37@05/44. 50@95 
OS 44.87@175/44.75@85 44.62@180/44.75@90 44.50@180/44.J7@90 
Unaided VA OD 20/80 20/40 20/JO 
OS 20/80 20/40-1 20/J0-2 
#4 
OU 20/80 20/40+2 .20/25 
OD -1. 7 5-0. 50X88 -i. 25-0. 5ox90 -1o25-0.50X95 
OS -L 7 5-0. 50X94 -1,50-o.75x90 -1.oo-o.5ox90 
#7 OD -1.oo-o.5oxss -Oo75-0.50X95 -o.75-o.5ox90 
OS -1.oo-o.5oxss -o.75-o.5oxs5 -o. 75-o.5ox92 
#?A OD -1.50 w/cyl -1.00 w/cyl -1. 00 w/cyl 
OS -1.50 w/cyl -1. 00 w/cyl -1.00 w/cyl 
#7RG OD -lo75 w/cyl -1.2.5 w/cyl -1.25 w/cyl 
OS -L75 w/cyl -1.25 w/cyl -1.25 w/cyl 
#8 lxo lxo 2xo 
#lJB 5xo 6xo .5xo 
#14A OD Pl w/cyl +0.50 w/cyl +o,50 w/cyl 
OS Pl w/cyl +0.50 w/cyl +0.50 w/cyl 
#14B OD -0.25 w/cyl #14A +0.25 w/cyl 
#15A 12xo 8xo lOxo 
#15B 9xo #15A 8xo 
#21 +1. 2 5/ +0. 7 5 +1. 50/+1.25 +1. 75/+1. 25 
.;,I 10 hours weai daily. 16+ hours wear daily. No stain. No edema • Lenses comfortable. Glasses seem too 16+ hours daily. 
Apical clearanceo strong, Can't wear glasses� 
Rapid centering, Anical clearance. too strong, 
No stain. No edema, Rapid centering.. 
Ride and center over apex. over apex after r 
. 
blink. 
J 
\;I 
L 
Patient: B.P. 
12l'.) 5!..27 
#2 OD 44.J7@05/44aJ7@95 
OS 44a50@178/44,J7@88 
Unaided VA OD 20/25-J 
OS 20/25-2 
#4 
_ OU 20/25 
OD -l.OO-Oo50X90 
OS -1.oo-0�5ox95 
#7 OD -Oo50-0.25X90 
OS -0.50-0a50X95 
#?A OD -0.75 w/cyl 
OS -0.75 w/cyl 
#7RG OD #7A 
OS #?A 
#8 2xo 
#lJB 5xo 
#14A OD +Oo50 w/cyl 
OS +0.50 w/cyl 
#14B OD +Oo25 w/cyl 
#15A lJxo 
#15B 1 0xo 
#21 +2. 00/+1. 25 
16+ hours daily. 
Apical clearance. 
Center quickly over 
. apex. 
12/17/77 
Lenses left in eyes 
over night 
12L.18L.77 
1lli th drew from study o • 
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'� Pati ent : M . R .  
...:.; · 
9/1 8/77 
#2 OD 44 . J 7@1 2/4J o 62�1 1 2  
O S  44 . J 7� 1 8 0/4J . 62@1 1 2  
Unai de d VA CD 2 0/2 0 0  
O S  2 0/2 00 
OU 2 0/20 0  
#4 on - 2 . so-o . 75xo5 
os - 2 . 50-o . 75x1 7s 
#? on - 2 . o o - 1 . 5o x1 1 2  
O S  - 2 . 50-1 . 00X46 
#?A OD - J . 0 0 w/cyl 
OS - J . 50 w/cyl 
#7RG no re spons e 
#8 J xo 
#1 3 B  9xo 
#1 4A OD - 1 . 2 5  w/cyl 
OS - 1 . 2 5 w/cyl 
#14B #14A 
#1 5A 1 otxo 
#1 5 B  #1 5A 
#2 1 Pl/- 0 . 2 5 
Tabb l ens spe c i f i c at i o ns : 
O D=OS 
7 . 72/ . 2/8 . 7  . 3/9 . 7 
• 2/1 0 0 7 • 1/1 6-. 0 
HOH s eri e s  blends 
OD : - 2 . 50 CT . 1 4mm 
OS : - J , 00 C T  . 1 6mm 
Di s p en s e d  1 0/24/7 7 .  
1 1/2/77 
44 � 25@l 8 0/4J o 62@90 
44 . 2 5@1 80/4J o 75@9 0 
2 0/2 00 
2 0/2 00  
2) /1 00 
- J . OO - l , 25X9 5 
-J . OO - l . O O X8 0  
-2 . 75- l . 50Xl 0 5  
- J . 2 5 - 0 . 7 5 X75 
- J . 0 0 w/cyl 
-J . 5 0 w/cyl 
#7A 
#?A 
1 xo 
?xo 
-1 . 2 5 w/cyl 
-1 . 50 w/c yl 
#1 4A 
12xo 
#1 5A 
+0 . 2 5/-0 . 25 
33 
llLl?J..n 
44 . 2 5@05/4J . 2 5@9 5 
44 . 1 2@02/43 . 50@9 2 
2 0/1 2 0  
2 0/1 2 0  
2 0/1 2 0  
- 2 . so - i . 2 5x1 1 0  
- J . 00 - 1 . 50X7 5  
- 2 a 5 0- 1 . 2 5X1 1 0  
- 2 . 7 s - 1 . 75x6 5  
-2 . 7 5w/c yl 
- J . 00 w/cyl 
#?A 
#?A 
l xo 
6xo 
- 1 . 0 0 w/cyl 
- 1 . 00 w/c yl 
- 1 . 2 5 w/cyl 
1 0  XO 
1 0  XO 
+0 . 2 5/Pl 
Lens e s  c omfortable ­
can ' t fe e l - at 5 hours 
s tart fe e l ing " dry " , 
In 5 hours to dc:y • 7 
hours maximum o 
1 0  hours we ar ­
c omfor table . · Le ns ( 
ri de i nfe r i orly . 
O D  s low l ag o n  bl ink . 
Centers �mm - 1 mm lateral 
and i nferi or p Ap i cal 
c l e aranc e 9  OU . O S : 
qu i c k  re c ente r i ng . 
No s taining , no e dema . 
. 1 1/7/7 7 : No s taining , 
no e de ma . Mo d i fy l e ns e s  
t o  OU : 8 . 8 ;  OZD : 7 , 9 ;  
S tandard Tabb p eriphe ry o 
In 8 hours to day . 
Glas s e s  no t c le ar .  
No s taining , no 
e.dema . 
Di spens e d  O D : 
7 . 6 0/- 3 , 50/ C T  . 1 5; 
e = . 5 5/ 9 , 0  I 
. J/CAS 1 4 1 . 
. .. 
1 .� : 
'-'I 
-� 
Pat i e nt : I1 · B .  
1 1/1 4/77 
#2 OD 44 . 12@ 20/4J . 87@1 10 
OS 44 . 50� 1 8 0/4J . 8 7© 9 0  
Unai d e d  V A  O D  2 0/1 2 0 +1 
O S  2 0/2 00  . 
OU 2 0/ 1 20 
#4 OD - 2 . oo - 1. 75x1 1 0 
OS -2 . 50 - 1 . o oxs 5 
#7 OD - 2 o 0 0 - 2 . 2 5X1 2 0  
OS - 2 . 7 5 - o . 75x75 
#? a OD - 2 . 2 5 w/c yl 
OS  - 3 . 00 w/c yl 
#7RG GD . - 2 . 2 5 w/cyl 
OS - 2 . 7 5  w/cyl 
#8 1 XO 
#1 J B  8xo 
#1 4A OD - 1 . 2 5  %cyl 
O S - 1 . 2 5 w c yl 
#14B OD -. 1 . 5 0  w/cyl 
#15A 1 2xo 
#1 5 B  12xo 
#2 1 +0 . 2 5/- 0 . 25 
Keratometry : miers 
. crisp , normal .. Usually 
we ars 14 hours daily . 
Has worn 2 0  hours/day · 
comfortably .  No stain , 
no e de ma , OD . OS : 
light stippi e. Glasse s 
not comfort able . L e nses 
c e nter �mrn low O D , � · - � 
mm infe riorly OS o �-t 
i:un t e mp oral ride OU . 
J4 
1 1/21/77 1 2/9/77 
44 . 2 5@ 1 6/4 3 . 8 7@1 0 6  44 . 25@1 1/43 0 25@1 0 1 
44 . 75x1 76/44 . oo@8 6 44 . 1 2@179/43 . 50@89 
2 0/8 0- 1 . 2 0/6 0+2 
2 0/20 0  . .  2 0/80 
20/1 2 0 +1 2 0/40 . 
- 2 . 2 5 - 1 . 2 5x1 00 - 1 . 7 5 - l o 7 5X1 0 0  
-2 . 5 0 -1 . 2 5x8 0 -1 o 5 0 -1.2 5X80 
- 2 o 2 5 - 1 . 5 0Xl 1 0  - 1 . 50 - l o 5 0Xl 2 0  
- J . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0X85 - 1 . 2 5- l . OOX75 
- 2 . 5 0w/cyl - 2 . 0 0 w/cyl 
-J . 2 5w/cyl - 1 .  7 5  w/c yl 
-2 . 7 5 w/c yl #?A 
- J . 50 w/c yl 
2xo lxo . 
6xo 6xo 
- 1 . 5 0  w/cyl - 0 . 75 w/c yl 
- 1 . 7 5 w/c yl - 1 . 0 0 w/c yl 
#14A - L OO w/c yl 
1 3xo 1 0  XO 
#1 5A 9 X O  
+o . 25/Pl +0 . 5 0/Pl 
Lenses comfo r table . we aring 1 7  hours/day p 
In 6 hours today . in 1 hour today • 
1 6  hours+ wear daily . Lenses f e e l  fine . 
OD lens c e nters over OS shows e arly s tipple 
ape x . OD apic al staining. Tol d  to k e e  
cle aranc e . Re c enters lense s off 2 days o 
quickly after blink . 
OS rides inf e r iorly . 
No stain . No edema o 
OS v e r  loose fit , 
c e ntral touch . 
1 2/1 1/77 
i'·:o staining o 
Disn e nsed : 
OD : - 8 . 7/7 . 6 3/ CT . 1 5/ 
- J . 2 5/ e == . 5 5  •. 
O S : 9 . 0/7 . 60/ C T  . 1 6/ 
- J . 5 0/ e== . 5 5 . 
OU : c e nt e r  over ape x. 
Api c al c le aranc e . 
..,;.; 
- . 
-" 
P a t i e nt : M . R .  
1 1/1 4/77 
#2 O D  44 . 1 2@2 0/4J . 87@1 1 0  
O S  44 . 50� 1 8 0/4J . 8 7©90 
U�a i d e d  V A  C D  2 0/1 2 0+1 
O S  2 0/2 00 
OU 2 0/1 2 0  
#4 OD - 2 . 0 0 - 1 . 7 5X1 1 0  
O S  -2 . 50 - 1 . 0 0X8 5 
#7 OD  - 2 . 00 - 2 . 2 5Xl 2 0  
O S  -2 . 75-o . 7 5x75 
#7a OD - 2 . 2 5  w/cyl 
OS  - J . 00 w/cyl 
#7RG GD . - 2 . 2 5 w/cyl 
OS -2 . 7 5 w/cyl 
#8 1 XO 
#l J B  Bxo 
#1 4A OD :.. 1 . 25 xc y l  
OS-1 . 2 5 w cyl 
#1 4B OD , .... i .  5 0  w/cyl  
#1 5A 1 2xo 
#1 5 B  1 2xo 
#2 1 +0 . 2 5/- 0 . 25 
Ke ratome try : mi e rs 
. crisp , normal .. Usually 
wears 14 hours daily . 
Has worn 2 0  hours/day 
comfortably . No s tain , 
no e d ema , O D .  OS : 
ligh t s t i p p l e . G l as s e s  
no t c omfortab l e . Lens e s  
c e nte r  2:mm low OD , * - � 
mm inferiorly O S .  4-t 
m m  temporal ride OU . 
J4 
1 1/2 1/77 1 2/9/77 
44 . 2 5@1 6/43 . 8 7@1 06 44 . 25@1 1/43 . 25@1 0 1 
44 . 75X1 76/44 . 00@86 44 . 1 2@1 79/43 . 50@89 
2 0/8 0- 1 . 2 0/6 0+2 
2 0/20 0  ' 2 0/8 0 
2 0/1 2 0 +1 2 0/40 
-2 . 2 5 - 1 . 2 5X1 00  - 1 . 75 - 1 . 75x1 00  
- 2 . 5 0 - 1 . 2 5X8 0 - 1 o 50 - 1 . 2 5X80 
- 2 . 2 5 - 1 . 5 ox1 1 0  - 1 . 50-1 . 5ox1 20  
-3 . oo ,.. 1 . ooxs5 -1 . 2 5-1 . oox7 5 
- 2 . 5 ow/cyl - 2 . 00 w/cyl 
-J . 2 5w/cyl - 1 . 75  w/c yl 
- 2 . 7 5 w/cyl # 7A 
:... 3 . 50 w/cyl 
2xo lxo 
6xo 6xo 
- 1 . 50 w/cyl - 0 . 75 w/cyl 
- 1 . 75 w/cyl - 1 . 00 w/cyl 
#14A - 1 . 00 w/cyl . 
l Jxo 1 0  XO 
#1 5A 9 XO 
+o . 2 5/Pl +0 . 50/Pl 
Le ns e s  comfortable .  wearing 1 7  hours/d ay 9  
In 6 hours today . i n  1 hour tod ay • 
1 6  hours + wear daily . L e ns e s  fe e l  fine . 
O D  lens centers over O S  s how s e arly stipple 
ape x .  OD ap ical s taining . Tol d  to k e e �  
cle aranc e . Re c enters l e ns e s  off 2 d ay s . 
qui ckly after blink . 
�S ri d� s inferiorly . 1 2/l l/?? No S tain o No e dema . � r  ..... • • 
O S  ver loos e fi t · - 1 "?  s ... aining • ' D i s p e ns e d : c e ntral touch . OD : 8 , 7/7 . 63/ CT o l 5/ 
- J . 2 5/ e = . 55 . 
O S : 9 , 0/7 . 60/ C T  . 1 6/ 
-3 . 50/ e = . 55 . 
OU : c ente r  ove r  ape x . 
Api cal clearanc e .  
-....,;it/ 
Patient i M . R .  
1 2L1 2L'.72 
#2 OD 44 . 0 0@09/4J . J 7@99 
O S  44 . 2 5@1 79/4J . 2 5X89 
Unaided VA OD 2 0/60 +2 
O S  2 0/6 0 . 
OU 2 0/40 - 3  
#4 O D  - 1 . 50- 1 . 00X1 1 5 
O S  "."" 1 .  5 0 - 1 . OOX85 
#7 OD - 1 . so - 1 . 2 5x1 1 5  
OS - l . 5 0 - l . O OX7 5 · .  
#?A O D .  - 1 . 7 5 w/cyl ·· 
O S  - 1 . 7 5 w/cyl 
#7RG O D  -2 . 0 0 w/cyl 
O S  - 2 . 00 w/cyl 
#8 l xo 
#l JB 5xo 
- 0 . 5 0  w/cyl #14A OD 
O S  - 0 . 7 5  w/cyl 
#14B O D  - 0 . 7 5 w/cyl 
#1 5A 1 0xo 
_.,;;;/ #1 5B 10 XO #2 1 +0 . 75/+o . 2 5 
No s taining or edema OU . 
O S  lens in 4 hours max . 
· OD in 1 2  hours dai ly . 
Ap ical centering , ap ical 
c learanc e , 
1 2L:1 s122 
44 . 0 0@04/4J . 50@94 
44 . 1 2@ 1 76/43 . 3 7@86 
2 0/40 -4 
2 0/40 - J  
2 0/40 +1 
- 1 . 2 5 - o . 75x98 
-L 2 5- 0 . 7 5X8 0 
- 1 . oo - o . 75x1 0 0  
- 1 . o o- o .  5 oxs5 
- 1 . 2 5 w/cyl 
- 1 . 2 5 w/cyl 
- 1 . 50 w/cyl 
- 1 . 7 5 w/cyl 
2xo 
?xo 
- 0 . 2 5 w/cyl 
- 0 , 50 w/c yl 
#1 4A 
9xo 
#1 5A 
+0 , 7 5/+o . 5 0 
3 5  
1A4L78 
4J . 8 7Qi 0 7/4J . 75@9 7 
4J . 8 7@1 79/43 . 3 7@89 
2 0/30-2  
20/40 +2 
2 0/J 0 - 1  
-1 . oo-o . 7 5x9 5 
- 1 .25 - o . 5ox8 5 
- o . 7 5- o . 5ox9 7  
- 1 . o o - o . 5oxso 
- 1 . 00 w/cyl 
- 1 . 2 5 w/cyl 
#?A 
#?A 
2 xo 
?xo 
'+0 . 25 w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl 
Pl w/cyl 
1 2xo 
l Oxo 
+1 . 00/+0 . 5 0 
Maximum 1 all waking 1 6 +  hours wear/daily . 
hours ( 1 6 +  hours/daily ) . OD  s ometimes 
Slight OD edge sensation. unc omfor table . 
Can ' t  wear glas ses . Can ' t  wear glas s es 
No s taini ng , no edema , Apical clearance . 
rap id ap i c al center ing , Go o d  center ing · 
ap ical clearanc e OU . after bl ink-center 
o ve r  apex . No s taini� 
o r  edema , OU . 
1L2 0L:2s 
Los t lenses . Study 
d i s c on t i nu e d .  
APPENDIX B 
Graphical Presentatio n  o f  Refrac tive Tests 
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